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SUMMARY
The low-speed pres.qure distribution amt force
ch.ara cteri_ties o/,s'e feral noneireular two-dim e77sio hal
cyli_ders hare been measured in a wind tarmel
through a range of Reynolds numbers a_<l flow
incideT_ces. The flow incidences are analogous
to the angle of attack ,J a two-dimensional airfoil
and in additio'n correspo_d to c(m_bined a_vles
of attack and ,sideslip in the crossflow plane of
three-dimensional bodies. In view o.f this cor-
respondence the J_ree resuit,s are discussed in terms
of the directional .stability and spinning characteris-
tics of fuselages at high angle,s of attack. Large
effects of Reynolds nu_nber were encountered in
both the o_,erall forces and the di_'tribution of t/re
pressures. A method of determining the p,tential-
flow pressure distribution.for arbitrary cross sections
is dew,eloped a_d the results are compared with
experime_d.
INTRODUCTION
Wind-tunne| studies (ref. 1) of the aerodynamic
characteristics of various two-dimensional non-
circular cylinders with axes normal to the stream
have indicated large effects of cross-sectional
shape, Reynohls nmnber, and flow incidence
(analogous to angle of attack of two-dimensional
airfoils and obtained by rotating the cylinders
about their axes). The side force was found to
be especially critical and very often under_ent
a change in sign with a change in Reynohls numl)er.
Inasmuch as the flow incidence is analogous to
that in the cross-flow plane of fuselages at com-
bined angles of attack and sideslip, reference 1
presented a method of applying the two-dimen-
sional results to the prediction of the sideslip
and spin characteristics of fuselages at high angles
of attack. Correlations wilh fuselage results
indicated that the effect of (:ross section couhl
be predicted and that the effect of Reynolds
numl)ev was especially important in the ease
of flat spins. In order to deiermine the flow
phenomena associated with the rather large
Reynolds number effects and to provide informa-
tion with which estimates of fuselage ]cad distribu-
tions might be made, it appeared desirable to
obtain the pressure distribution around the various
cylinders.
The purpose of the presenl investigation,
therefore, is to determine the pressure distribu-
tions associated with the large changes in the aero-
dynamic characteristics which accompany changes
in Reynohls numl)er. Also, since a reasonable
correlation with the sideslip and spin characteris-
tics of fuselages was obtained in reference 1, the
investigation was extended to cover additional
cross-sectional shapes which might be of inlerest.
In order to allow correlations with experiment
and theory, the potential-flow pressure distill)u-
lions were cah, ulated for cross sections similar
to those tested. In addition, tiworetical solutions
for several systematic series of cross sections
were determined, since a knowledge of tim
potential-flow pressure distributions was believed
to be useful in predicting the type of flow that,
might be encountered in the real fluid for various
cross sect ions.
SYMBOLS
The convention used wilh regard to flow inclina-
tion, cylinder reference dimensions, and the direc-
t,ion and positive sense of the aerodynamic
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coellb.ients are presented in figure 1, The acre-
dynamic eoeffwients and Reynolds numbers have
been corrected for the effects of the win(1-1umwl
walls by the method of reference 2. Forces are
presented relative to the body axes, amt the
symbols used are defined as follows:
a,l, fl variable geometric quantities used in
transforming a eirch, to an arbitrary
shape
b maximmn projected width of (.ylimh,r
normal to flow fl)r given flow incidence
(see fig. 1)
be maxinmm width of cylinder normal to
Ilow at zero flow incidence (see fig. 1)
ca section drag (.oeffMent,
Force in stream direction per unit length
co maximum (lcpth of cylinder paralM to
flow at zero flow incidence (see fig. 1)
C, pressure coefficient,







pressure eoelTlcient in eomph,x z-plane
pressure eoefficien! in complex _'-plane
section longitudinal-force coefficient,
Loligitudinal force per unii length
5021 "2
section side-force coefl3cient,
Side force per unit length
b_l "2
_" 9 t \
FIGUaE 1. Convention used to define positive sense of
flow inclination, cylinder reference dimensions, and
.aerodynamic coefficients.
G' seclion si(h,-foree eoem('ient based on co
instemt of b,
3[ Mach nuniber
:\:R+ Reynolds nllilll)er, based on c. (except
wheco noted otherwise)
r corner radius of cylinder
I'adins of circle used ill eonformal trails-
formation
1"_ sinking speed of aircraft
l_ eoniplex velocity in Z-l)hule
1"_ eoniplex velocity in _-l>lane
I'+ free-stream velocity (so(, fig. 1)
.T,y variables in complex z-plane
z complex variqbh. (.r+iy)
p free-stream air density
¢ flow incidence in plane normal to axis of
cylinder (see fig. 1)
_,_/ variabh,s in eomt)h'x _'-lllllne
_" con)plex varial)h, (_+i_)
MODELS
Sl,:et('hes of the various cross seclions of the
eylhiders tcs/cd are presented in figure 2, and a
photograph of the cylinder having a modified
triangular cross section mounted in the wind
tunnel is shown in figure 3. The lnodels were
constructed of mahogany and were lacquered to
produce smooth surfaces. Figures 4 to 6 present
comparisons of the contours of the experimental
cylinders with those for whicll theoretical solutions
for the pressure distril)utions were either avaihd)le
or devehq)e<l in the appe/l(lix. It should tie
pointed out that the experiinenlal force data for
nlost of the eylilidel'S showll in figures 4 to 6 ill'("
presented in reference I nnd only a selected part
of these data are inchMed in the present report lo
provide a corrchillon wilh lhe experhi)enta] alld
iheorotical pressure dist, ribulions. In figure 7
comparison is lilade of the eolltollrS of two of the
experimental cylinders which have similar lhird
and fourlh quadrants. The orifice ]ocalions at
which the experimental pressures were measured
are indicated in figure 8.
TESTS
The cylinders were teslcd in the Langley
300-MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel and spanned the
tunnel from floor to ceiling as shown in figure 3.
Figure 3 also shows the end plates, which were used
to minimize any effects that nliglll be caused by
air h'akage through the small clearance gaps
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Ref. 1
F,G(rnr- 2.--Cross-sectional delails of lwo-dimensional cylinders tested at various flow incidences in the Langley
300 MPI[ 7- by 10-foot tunnel.
required for the cylinders Io pass through lhe floor
and ceiling. In an atlempt 1o determine whether
any appreciable inte,'ference remained and lo
verify the low turbulence h, vel of lhe tunnel, a
circular cylinder was tested and the results are
compared in reference l with results obtained by
other investigators. These results indi(.ated that
no serious interference (,ffe('ts existed, an(l it is
assumed lhal lhis is also Irue for the noneircular
cylinders.
Tlw forces d(,veh)ped l)y the various (,ylin(h,rs
were measured t7y the standard mechanical t)al-
anee system of the tunnel, and the pressm-e
distributions (tabh,s T to TIT) were obtained 173"
means of orifices (fig. 8) in the (2,'linder surface
with pressure leads to an alcohol manometer
board.
Inasmuch as the Reynolds numl)er varialion
was obtained t)y velocity variation ,'a{her ihan
density or seal(, varialion, a change _'n Reynolds
number is accompanied t)3" a varialion in _[a('h
numl)er. In order to delermine {o what exteul
lifts mighl affe('t the experimenlal resulls, lhe
llworeti(,al critical Maeh numbers (free-stream
Math number for which speed of sound is first
reached on body) have been eslimaled for sevend
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Contour used for theoretical
._' investigation of reference 4
(See table X for ordinates)
_x\ Contour used for experimental
: "_,, investigation of present paper
_q.&- _ (See fig 2, cylinder A)
(/.(3.
_FIGI'RE 3.--Photograph of modified triangular cylinder
mounicd ill tunnel (taken from downstream).
Contour used for theoretical
investigation of reference 4
_ .. (See table IX for ordinates)
="_'_ --Contour used for experimental
_. investigation of reference I
._ (See fig. 2, cylinder F)
_r:o2o ',\
"FIGITRE 4. Contour details of one quadrant uf modified
rectangular cross sections used for theoretical and
experimental investigalions.
Fw, t-a_, 5. -Contour details of one quadrant (ff modified
square cross seciions used for theoretical and experi-
me,dal invc_tig'_t ions.
ConTour used for theoretical ,,Contour used for experimental
investigation of presenl paper -" invesligotion of present paper
(See table V for ordinates) _-- ._ /"
:% (See fig. 2, cylinder C)
FIGURE 6. Contour details of modified tri:mgular cross
sections used for theoretical and experinwntal investi-
gations.
See figure 2, cylinder F
,' .See figure 2 and table VIII,
I /' ,." cylinder E
_"\\ /
Ftc:r'r¢_ 7.--Contour (hdails of two experint(mtal cylinders
having simihtr third and f(mNh qundranls.
series of (.ross sections and the remflts are pre_(mted
in figure 9. The (.ritiea] ,x.[n(.h number,_ wore esti-
mated with the aid of the theoretical incompres-
sible minimun_ pressure coefficient (see t,_l)les IV
to XI) and of the Pran(hl-Glauert rule. The

































Orifice number 29 ,7 3.74
02 OI 32 313 u,M.7 3.36
f _ _ 3,07













FIGut:E 8.- Orifice locations in modified square and lrian-
gular eyl rides.
eritit:al %[a('ll numbers are shown for both zero
incidence and 30 ° incidence. The 30 ° incidence
was selected because, for most of the cross sections,
it produced the minimunl pressure for the flow
angles used. Also shown in figure 9 is the test
N[ach numl)er range (hatched bqrs), and except
for a small re,on for the flat ellipse an(t the tri-
angle, the (.ritical M'wh number was apparently
not reached. It appears reasonabh,, therefore, to
assume that, at least with regard to ]argo carla-
lions in aerodynamic characteristics, the effect of
Reynolds number is predominant.
THEORY
For the purpose of providing information that
would assist in analyzing the measm'ed Reynolds
number effects and in anticipating the t3?e of
Reynohls number effects that might be encoun-
tered with other cross sections, pressure distribu-
tions were determined from potential theory (with
no circulation). It is believed that the knowledge
that can be gained I)y comparing theory and
experiment (such as the relationship between
theoretical pressure gradients, flow separat ion, and
Reynolds numbers) might be sufficient to allow
tile general characteristics of other shapes to bc
predicted to some extent. For example, with this
knowledge am] the theoretical pressure distrilm-
tion, life order of occurrence of separation at, the
various corners might be predicted and thereby
an indication might be provided of at least the
direction of the side fo,'ee that might be dew,loped
in various Reynohts number ranges. The pur-
pose of this section therefore is to mention briefly
the theoretical methods used to determine the
potential-flow pressure distribution about the
various cross sections.
The potential-flow pressure distributions about
various cross sections can be obtained by the
transformation of the flow al)out a circle by tile
use of complex variables, and the general proce-
dure is described in many text books. The
specific application of the method required to
determine the potential-flow pressure distribution
about the elliptical cross sections is also readily
availabIe in various texts (ref. 3, for example)
and therefore is not included herein. ]n refer-
ence 4, Maruhn applied tile general transforma-
tion to the specific cases of various rectangular
cross sections having several degTees of corner
rounding. In qddition to tile su,'face velocities
and pressures, Maruhn presents tile field velocities
which arc useful in determining tile rolling
moments due to sideslip for various wing-body
combinations. In the present paper the method
of reference 4 is used to determine the pressure
distribution about tile rectangular cross sections.
Application of the method to the determination
of the pressures about w_rious modified triangular
cross sections is described in appendix A and a
general method useful for arbitrary cross sections
is developed in appendix B.
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Presented in figures 10 to 14 are the basic force
coefficients c_ and c_ as a function of Reynolds
number (based on co) for various flow incidences.
Care must be exercised in using these data to
remember that measurements were taken relative
to the body rather than the wind axes and that
for the basic data both coefficients are based on
be, the maximum width of the cylinder normal to
the stream at _--0 °. (See fig. 1.) A common
reference length is, of course, desirable when both
force components are presented; however, in the
summary figures where side force alone is pre-
sented the coefficient is based on co (see fig. 1) and
indicated by a prime. Although the results, of
course, could just as well have been presemed in
terms of lift coefficients and angles of attack, the
present system was selected because it was
expected that the major application might be in
connection with the side force developed on non-
circular fuselages in flat spins or during sideslip
excursions at high angles of attack.
The experimental pressure-distribution results
are presented in tables I to III and the theoretical
pressure-distribution results in tables IV to XI.
FORC_ CHARACTeRISTiCS
At this point a few general comments are made
with regard to the force characteristics; more
detailed comments are made subsequently in con-
nection with the discussion of the pressure dis-
tributions. Inasmuch as the drag characteristics
of a large number of cross sections have been
presented in references 1 and 5, the discussion
]wre will, for the most part, be limited to the
side-force characteristics. There is, however, an
interesting point with regard to the drag of the
square cylinder having the corner radius of 0.37bo
shown in figure 10(a). The results indicate that
the subcritieal drag coefficient of this square
cylinder is approximately 42 percent lower than
lhat developed by a circular cylinder and that the
effect of Reynolds number is rather small. This
low subcritical drag eoefticient may be explained
by the rather large constant pressure section and
the reduction in the maximum negative pressure
relative to the circle that would be expected (by
interpolating between the pressure coefficients of
table X aml those for a circle) for the square with
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Reynolds number
(a) _=_ 0 ° 'uld 10 °




-I'0.1 .2 .3 .5 .7 I 2xlO 6
Reynolds number
(b) ¢=25 ° and 45 ° .
FIGURE 10. Effect of Reynolds mimbcr and flow incidence
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FIGURE l 1. --Effect, of Reynolds number and flow incidence
on the force characteristics of an inverted triangular
cylinder (Coefficients based oil bo.)





























(a) _ 0 ° and 10 °.
5
I  i--i ',
I 2 5 5 2xlO 6
Reynolds number
(b) 4>--20 ° and 30%
FW,_Tm,: 12. Effect of Reynolds nmnber and flow incidence
on the force ch}tractt!risticsof an elliptic cylinder.

































(a) _-0 ° "rod lO°.
FICITRI':13. -Eff,,ct of Reynolds number and flow incidence
on the force character[stles of an elliptic cylinder.
co be--2,0. (Coefficients b.tsed on be.)
corner radii of 0.37bo. Further investigalion of
the effect of radius wouht appear desirabh,, since
a cross section closely resembling a circle but
having low drag at sul,critical Reynolds numbers
might be of value in connection with low-sonic
wind-lmmel stability and spin investigations,
provided that little side force was developed.
The side-force results obtained for the square
cylinde," having a radius of 0.37b. (see fig. 10) are
quite similar, with regard to Reynolds number
effeels, to those obtained with a radius of 0.24/)o.
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.2 .3 -5 .7 I 2xlO 6
Reynolds number
(e) ¢-- 30 °.
FI{:URE 13. Conchl{h,(t.
that rather large values of side force are develol)ed
despite t lw fact tlmt the cross section is con-
sidera},ly closet" to a circle than that of reference
1. The relationship between corner radius and
sid(_ force for a flow incidence of 10 ° can better
be seen in figure I5. In d_is figure t]w side-force
coefficient e/is presented as a fun{,tion of Rey,olds
number for various corner radiL As might be
expected ttle critiral R{,ynolds number decreases
with increasing corner radius. At supercritical
Reynolds numbers the side force developed t)y tt]{,
square having the corner radii of 0.24bo approaches
oi rl
I.O -- i
o I i l I ,
"SL /I--
o.!{o, o,_[
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Reynolds number





















I ¢ :9o °
2xlO 6
(b) ¢,: 60 ° and I)0_.
FICURE 14. Effect of l_eynolds nmnber and flow incidence
on the force ch_u'acteristics of a fiat-froM cylinder.
(Cocfficient_ based on bo.)
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Effect of corner radius on q/ at ¢ 10 °.
that predicted for a fiat plate (--2r sin ok), while
that developed by the square having the corner
radii of 0.37bo is approximately 62 percent of the
fiat-plate value. Because of the relatively high
value of the criticalReynolds nmnl)er for the
square having the corner radii of 0.08b, the com-
plete transition was not obtained for tiffs case and
therefore the supereritieal wdue of side force was
not determined. Also shown in figure 15 is the
side-fiwce variation for a corner radius of 0.50be,
which, of course, corresponds to a circular cylinder.
This variation was determined by nmltil)lying the
drag of a circular cylinder (ref. l) by (-- sin ¢) in
order to determine tile component in the side-force
direction. Also shown in figure 15 is the variation
of c/ with r/b. for ¢--10 ° at -\_=-I.OX:IO" and
0.5)< 10 _.
Regarding the inverted triangular cross section
(fig. l 1), the resuhs indicate large negative side
forces being (hweloped at the lower Reynohls
numbers. These side forees diminish rathe,"
rapidly with increasing Reytmlds numl)er, pre-
sumably because of the relatively large trailing-
edge corner radii. It is of interest, to not(, that-
the low Reynohls number resuIts are in qualitative
agreement with those obtained for a sharp-corner
inverted triangular cross section at a Reynohts
nunlber of about 0.20X10 _ in reference 6 when
converted to the present axis and sign conventions.
Data for higher Reyn,dds number were not
obtained for the sharp-corner triangle, but it
might be expected that tit,, large side forces wouht
be maintained to rather high Reynolds number as
a result_ (>f the extreme pressure gradients that
wouht be involved ill any flow altachnwnt around
the corners.
The results obtained for two elliptic cylinders
are presented in figures 12 and 13 for co/b, ratios
of 0.5 and 2.0, respectively. These results in-
dicate that the %,linder having a co/b. ratio of 2.0
developed by far the greatest side forces. This
result would be expected, of course; however, tit(,
extremely large Reynolds number effects are of
interest. Similar (,fleets have been observed 1)y
other invesligators for various values of cSbo
(refs. 7 and 8), and these effe('ts are discussed
further in connection with the pressure distribu-
lion in a subsequent section. It might be men-
tioned, however, thai a considerable amount of
leading-edge suction is indicated (see fig. 13(10,
for example) for this cylinder and that it also is
considerably dependent upon Reynohts number.
The side-force (.haraeteristics obtained with the
flat triangular cross section (fig. 14) are consider-
ably different from those obtained with the flat
ellipse and experience a rather sharp transition
similar to the flat rectangle (ref. l). llowever,
the change in sign of tit(, side force experienced by
the re('tangh, al supercritical Reynohls numbers is
not experienced by the fla! lriangh,. Of interest,
in conneclion with the autorotative c]mraeter-
istics of tiffs type of ('ross section is lmnchester's
discussion of the "aerial tourbillion." (See page 30
of rer. 9.)
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
In order to afford a better understanding of the
side-force cbara(.teristics of various two-dimen-
stored cylinders presented in the previous seclion
and in reference 1, an experinlenlal and theoretical
sludy of the pressure distrit)utions around several
of the cross sections was undertaken. It was also
believed that the results obtained might provide
an indi('ation of the type of fuselage load dis-
tributions that might be encountered during side-
slip excursions at high angh,s of attack or (luring
fiat spins. It shouhl be kept in mind that the
theoretical ealcttlations are for zero eirm,lation
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except for the airfoil section where |he sharp
trailing edge assures Kutta type of flow.
The theoretical pressure distributions were
determined by the me(hods described in the
section on "Theory" _md are presented in tables
IV {o X[. Ill addition to solutions for the cross
sections which approach or are identical to those
used in the experimental phase, solutions for
several other cross sections were obtained, since
it. was believed that a knowledge of tit(' potential-
flow pressure dislrilmtion might be of aid in pro-
dieting the type of Reynolds number effects that
may be encountered.
The experimentally determined pressure coeffi-
cients are preset,ted in tables I to IIl and these
pressures for a few conditions are presented in
vector form in figures 16 to 18, along with the
theoretical distrilmtion and the corresponding force
data.
Square cylinder. Some results obtained for the
square cylinder having corner radii of 0.24b, are
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figure, the variation of the side-force coefficient c_'
developed at a flow incidence of l0 ° is presented
as a function of Roynohts numher, and the change
in the direction of the side force thai occurs at a
Reynolds number of approximately 0.55X10 _ is
ch'arly shown. In the tipper right of the figure
the theore!ieal pressure dis!ribution obtained by
the method of reference 4 is shown for a square
cylinder having earner shapes almost identical
(fig. 5) to those of the test square. It will be
noted that rather large negative pressure loops arc
developed in the vicinity of the corners. However,
for the conditions of the calculations (that is,
potential flow with no circulation) !.here is, of
eourse, no resultam force developed. ]-n the lower
part of figure 16 the experimental pressure disiri-
bulions are shown for a sub(u'itical and a super-
crili('at R(,ynolds numt)er (corresponding to the
solid s3na_hols on the side-force plot). At the sub-
critical Reynolds numl)er, separalion is observed
to result in essential elimina!ion of all the pressure
loops except that associated with the right leading
1
2XIO 6
f I f_ Experiment
lYRe : 0.801X 106
FI(;L-RE 16.---Effeet of Reynolds number on the side force ,"rod l)ressure distribution for a modified square cylinder at a flow
incidence of 10% r/be=0.24 (cylinder A); force data from reference 1.
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corner. These losses are due to the large adverse
gradients predicted by the theory and results in a
positive overall side force as indicated by tilt,
side-force data. At tile supereritical Reynohls
number the large pressure loop on the left leading
corner is produced and a large negative overall
side force is deveh)ped. At supercritical Reynolds
numbers the side force approaches that predicted
for a flat plate having circulation sufficient to
satisfy the Kutta condition at the trailing edge
and is apparently associated with tile fact that
the flow about the cylinder at supereritical Rey-
noh|s numbers does not separate until the trailing
corners are reached and the air is therefore de-
flected through the angle _. It is possible, how-
ever, that at Reynolds munbers somewhat higher
than were obtaixmble in the present investigation,
flow attachment around the trailing corners might,
be maintained for a distance sufficient to develop
the pressure loops predicted by theory to an ex-
tent such that the negative side force may be con-
siderably reduced. An interesting phenomenon to
be observed is the decrease in the pressm'c loop
around the leading right corner with increasing
Reynolds number. This phenomenon can pos-
sib!y bc explained by considering the movement
of the stagnation point with changes in pressure
distribution. For example, at the sul,eritieal
Reynohts number the large reduction in the pres-
sure loop on the left leading corner wouhl tend to
move the stagnation point toward the plane of
symmetry aim thereby would cause the pressure
loop on the right leading corner to approach in
magnitude that for the zero flow incidence case
which, of course, is larger than that predicted
for the flow inchlence of 10 ° (see table IX). There-
fore, the pressure loop on the right leading corner
wouhl be expected to be larger tlmn predicted by
tl,eory at subcritical Reynolds numbers aim to
approach the theoretical prediction in the super-
critical Reynolds number range. To be kept in
mind also is the fac! that the theoretical cross-
section contour in figure 16 is not identical to
the experimental contour (fig. 5) and that therefore
quantitative comparisons of the theoretical and
experimental pressure distributions should not be
made.
Figure 16 presented results for a flow incidence
of 10 ° only. Some results for other flow incidences
are presented in figure 17 for Reynolds numbers
of 0.438X10 _ and 0.SS><10% In the lower part
of figure 17 the side-force coefficient is presented
as a function of flow incidence for both Reynolds
nmnbers, whereas in tlw upper part the experi-
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FIC, VRE 17. Effect of flow the|dr'nee and Ileynolds numl_er on side force developed.
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numbers and sew, l'al flow incidences are presented.
The results indicate that for flow incidences
above 30 °, the effect of Rcynohls number is the
reverse of that, observed and discussed for the
low incidence range. From the pressure distribu-
tions it can be seen that at the higher incidences
the effect of Reynolds number on the face pressures
is considerably greater than on the corner pressures
an<l results in a reversal of the Reynolds number
effect on side force relative to that observed at
low incidences. The overall effects of Reynolds
number aml flow incidence on this square cylinder
are quite similar to the effects of Reynolds number
and rotational velocity on thc Magnus effect of
circular cylinders in the critical Reynolds number
range. (See rcf. 10.)
Also of interest in connection with the pressure
dist,'ibutions is the fact that for incidences below
•tbout 30 ° the reduction in c: with increasing
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1 appears to be associated as much with an
increase in thrust on the windward face as with
a decrease in drag on ttte leeward face.
Modified triangular cylinder.--Figure 18 pre-
sents results obtained for the modified triangular
cylinder. The effect: of Reynohls number is
quite different from that obserw,d for the modified
square cylinder. At suberitieal Reynohtsnumbers
very little side force is dewqoped, whereas at
supcrcritical Rcynohls numbers a rather large
positive side force, which decreases with further
increases in Reynolds number, is developed.
From the theoretical pressure distributions, it
can be seen that rather severe adverse pressure
gradients are associated wit,h the potential floss"
about both leading corners. The experimentally
detemfined pressure distributions indicate that
at low Reynolds numbers, the floss" separates at
both corners and _ nearly s3mmlctrical pressure
distribution with a low value of side force results.
I1
I
FIGt-_E 18.---Effect, of Reynolds number on side force and pressure distribution for modified triangular cylinder -tt a flow
incidence of l0 °. (Coefficient based on co; force data from rcf. 1.)
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At a Reynolds number of 0.743 X i0 _ the pressure
loops are considerably developed, with the loop
associated with the right corner somewhat larger
than the otlwr so lhat a size_,ble positive side
force results.
Tile character}sties of the triangle in the
inverted position are illustratedin figure 19.
Large Reynolds mmlber effects were again
encounlered with h_,'ge negative side-force coeffi-
cients being developed at the lower Reynolds
numbers but decreasing rather rapidly with
increases in Reynolds numbers. The types of
pressure distributions associated with these side
forces are illustrated by the sketches.
Modified rectangular cylinders.-Figure 20 pre-
sents, for 4,=10 °, the experimental side-force
results and theoretical pressure distrilmlions for
two cross sections, both having a ratio of major
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comers. (See fig. 7.) Although the subcriiieal
side-force characteristics and the critical Reynolds
mm_ber are somewhat similar for the two cross
sections, they are consider_d_ly different with
regard to the supercritieal side force developed,
with the modified rectangular cross section ex-
periencing a large negative side force as opposed
to a small positive value for the more nearly
triangular cross section. Experimental pressure
distributions were not obtained for these parti-
eular cross sections; however, the potential-flow
calculations offer a basis for a qualitative exphma-
lion of the differences observed. For example,
the pressure distribution predicted for the rec-
tangular cross section is, as wouht 1)e expected,
quite similar to that for the square cross section.
(See fig. 16.) Therefore, the change in sign of the
side force that occurs at a Reynolds number of
about 0.51X106 would be expected, since separa-
tion similar to that discussed in connection with
l
erimen_
/_ t t t t _)
FI,;URE 19.--Effect of Reynolds number on side force and pressure distribution for inv('r/cd modified triangular cylil_(/er
at a flow incidence of 10 °. (Coefficients based on co.)
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Fm [:RE 20.- Effect of Reynolds number anti cross section on side force developed by cylinders at a flow incidence_of i0 °.
(Coefficients based on co.)
the square cross section would be anticipated.
For tile more nearly triangular cross section (top
of fig. 20) the nmnber of negatiw'_ presmm_ loops is,
of course, reduced to two, eaeh of which produces
an ahnost equal (but opposite in direction) force.
At Reynolds nmnbers below 2 X ] 05 little side force
is developed, in all probability because of separa-
tion occurring at both leading corners as discussed
in connection with the triangular shape shown in
figure 18. As the Reynolds number increases,
flow attachment occurs filst on the right leading
corner (due to the h'ss severe adverse pressure
gradient) and a rather large positive side force
occurs. This flow attachment occurs at a con-
siderably lower Reynolds number rot. this triangle
than for the triangle of figure 18 since the corner
radius is considerably larger and results in less
adverse gradients. As the Reynolds number
exceeds 6 X 10 '_the flow apparently attach('s around
the left h,ading coiner and a reduction in the posi-
tive side force occurs. However, since the two
potential-flow pressure loops would produce nearly
s4o_21--6o--3
equal forces (see fig. 20), no change in the sign of
the side force would be expected as the h,ft leading
loop builds up with increasing Re3molds number.
The (liff_,rence in Resmolds numl)er characteristics
of the two cross sections therefore appears to be
associated with the fact that for one, the two
leading corner loops are of considerably different
size while for the other they are nearly the same.
At Reynohls numbers considerably higher than
those obtained in this investigation it. might be
expected that: the side force develol)ed 1)3" both
cross sections wouht approach zero. (See dis-
cussion of fig. 16.)
The experimental side force altd theoretical
pressure distributions for the elliptical cylinders
at a flow incidence of 10 ° are presented in figure 21.
The experimental side-force variation ex-perieneed
by the ellipse having its major axis inclined 10 °
to the stream (top of fig. 21) is highly dependent
upon Reynolds nmnber. The negative side force
developed decreases rather rapidly to a minimum
as the Reynolds number increases to about
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FIC, V_E 21.- Effect of Rcynohis number and direction of major axis on the side force developed by ellil)/lcal cylinders of
fineness ratio 2 at u flow incidence of 10 °. (Coefficients })used on Co.)
0.80XI06 above which a gyadual increase ill the
negative side force occurs. Unfortunately, ex-
perimental pressure distributions are n[_t available
to substantiate and explain this large effect of
Reynolds number, tIowever, similar effects have
been obserw'd by other investigators in connection
with studies of ellipses of higher fineness ratio @efs,
7 and S) and some of their findings are presented
in subsequent figures. The bottom part of figure
21 presents results for the ellipse with the minor
ax-is inclined 10 ° to the stream and the effect of
Reynohls numl)er is seen to be considerably less
than for the ellipse with the major axis inclined
10 °. This result may be due to the fact that
rather steep adverse pressure gradients exist on
both corners and may canse the separation to
occur at approximately the same location on botl_
sides throughout the test Reynolds number range.
As stated previously, reference 7 contains
results on an ellipse of considerably higher _neness
ratio (fineness-ratio 6) that are somewhat similar
to those of the present investigation and some of
these results are presented in figures 22 and 23.
]n figure 22 the variation of the side-force
coefficient with Reynolds number for both the
fineness-ratio-6 el]iptical cylinder and an airfoil
section (NACA 0018) having approximately the
same thickness ratio is presented for flow in-
cidences of 5° and 10°. The data for the airfoil
section were obtained from reference 11. The
results obtained for the elliptical cylinder are
characterized by an initial decrease followed by
an increase in the side force developed with in-
creasing Reynohls number. IIowever, the Reyn-
olds number effect is considerably less extreme
than that observed for the fineness-ratio-2 ellipse
(fig. 21). For the NACA 0018 airfoil (fig. 22)
the Reynolds number effect is limited to a very
gradual increase with increasing Reynolds number.
The difference in contour between the airfoil
and the ellipse wouhl indicate that, the large
Reynolds nunlbcr effects indicated for the various
elliptical cylinders are probably associated with
the flow characteristics in the vicinity of the
downstream stagnation point. For exami)le, the
pressure gradients around the downstream edge
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FIGURE 22.--EffeCt of IleynoMs number and flow incidence o]1 the sMe force dev_,lol)cd on a fineness ratio 6 elliptic c','linder
and an NACA 0018 Mrfoil section. (Data from refs. 7 and 11.) Not.c: Because of sh'lrp t.railing edge, circulation
was included ill airfoil pressure distribution.
of the fineness-ratio-2 ellipse (fig. 21) are ap-
parently such that Reynolds number can have
appreciable effect on the flow about the edge and
considerable movement of the stagnation point
and the accompanying variation in side force can
occur. However, as the fine|less ratio increases
from 2 (fig. 21) to 6 (fig. 22), the adverse pressure
gradients in the vicinity of the downstream stagna-
tion point increase and probably limit the extent
to which Reynolds number can affect, the flow
around the corner. For the airfoil section the sharp
tndling edge assures a Kutta type of flow and the
downstream stagnation point, remains fixed at the
trailing edge regardless of Reynolds number.
Because of this condition the pressure distribution
presented for the airfoil includes the circulation
assoeia.ted with the Kutta type of flow.
The results presented in figure 22 for the el-
liptic cylinder, although for only two angles of
incidence, indicate eonsiden]ble nonlinearity with
incidence at the lower Reynolds numbers. This
nonlinearity can be better seen in figure 23
where the side force is presented as a function of
incidence for several Reynolds numlwrs. For
Reynolds numbers of 1.94 X 106 and 7.21 X 106 the
side force varies linearly with incidence up to
about 10 °, with a slight reduction in slope occurring
beyond this incidence. At the two lower Reynolds
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]viccliE 23.--Effect of lReynolds number on the varlittion
of cu p with _ for a 6 to i elliptic cylinder. (Data from
rcf. 7.)
numbers, however, the curves are considerably
nonlinear, with that for tile lowest Reynohts
number having approximately twice the slope of a
flat plate for incidences up to about 2 ° and
approximately one-half the slope of a flat plate
for incidences above abou{ 4 °.
Summary of theoretical results. Figures 24 and
25 present the theoretical pressure distributions
about several series of noneircular two-dimen-
sional cylinders at a flow incidence of 10 °. Those
presented in figure 24 were determined by the
method presented in appendix A, whereas those
in figure 25 were determined by the method of
reference 4. For certain flow conditions solutions
are available for other shapes either in the tables
herein or in references 4, 12, and 13, and these
cross sections are slmwn in figure 26 with an
indication of the particular flow condition and
reference to the source of these solutions.
SPIN DAMP|NG BOUNDARy
In reference 1 it was shown that the side-force
characteristics of two-dimensional cylinders could
be used to predict the spin characieristics of
fuselages, especially at, large angles of attack such
as those encountered in flat spins. For positive
values of ¢ negative values of side force correspond
to the condition of spin damping, and positive
values correspond to a propelling condition. As
was shown in figure 15 the side force developed on
square cross sections is rather critically dependent
upon Reynohls nmnher and corner radius. Simi-
lar Reynohls number effects have been observed
for rectangles. (See ref. 1,) Therefore, the tend-
ency for square or rectangular fuselages to provide
damping or propelling moments depends upon the
Reynolds number and the corner radius. Figure
27 presents a probable boundary separating the
damping conditions from the propelling conditions
contributed by the fuselage as determined from
figure 15 and reference 1. hi this figure the
boundary is presented as a function of the non-
dimensional corner radius and the Reynolds
number based on the corner radius. Combina-
tions of these two parameters which lie to the left
of the cross-hatched boundary will probably result
in the fuselage providing a propelling moment in a
flat. spin while those which lie to t_he right would be
expected to provide damping. For values of
r/bo less than 0.37 the boundary was determined
from the results presented in figure 15 for square
cross sections and those of reference 1 for rec-
tangles of fineness ratio 1.5. For values of r/bo
greater than 0.37, the boundary is based on the
fact that damping wouhl be expected at all
Reynohts numbers for r/be of 0.5 (circle). In order
to provide an indication of the Rcynohts numbers
associated with various combinations of velocity
and corner radius, the variation of Reynohls num-
ber (based on corner radius) with velocity for
corner radii of 1 foot and 0.1 foot are also shown
for sea-level conditions. An indication of the
effect of altitude is given for the 1-foot-radius
condition.
It should be pointed out that tim boundary
presented in figure 27 should tend to be displaced
to the left, as the depth of the rectangle becomes
sumeient to allow reattachment of the separated
flOW,
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FIaL'RE 24.--Theoretical pressure distributions around a systematic series of cylinders ranging from a basically triangular
,.._..... cross section to a circular cross section. ¢= 10 °.






]_IGI;'RE °5. Effect of surface curvature on the theoretical pressure distribution around several cylin(h_rs.
bo/co_ 1.5. (Method of ref. 4.)
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Ref. 4
¢ : 0 ° to 90 °
_ef 4 ond lobleI 1
= 0 ° to 90_.J
f 4ond toblesT_an_
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FIGURE 26. Cross sections for which certain two-dimensional potential-flow sol,tions arc availal)h,.
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CONCLUDING
Low-speed wind-tunnel and theoretical studies
have been made to determine the aerodynamic
force and pressure-distribution characteristics of
several noncireular two-dimensional cylinders nor-
mal to the airstream. The effect of Reynolds
number, as well as the effect of flow incidence
(obtained by rotating cylinder about its axis) for
various elliptical and basically square and tri-
angular cross sections, was investigated in the
Re3molds number range from approximately
0.3X10 6 to l_5X10 s.
All cross sections exhil)ited rather large Reynolds
number effects, especially with regard to side force.
The type of flow associated with the large varia-
tions in side force was determined for two of the
cross sections by comparing the experimental and
theoretical pressure distributions. With the
knowledge thus obtained, it appears that t.he
direction of the side force in various Reynolds
number ranges can be predicted for other cross
sections, provided the theoretical pressm'e distribu-
tions are available. For convenience in this re-
spect, a method of determining the pressure
distribution around arbitrary shapes is presented.
It was found tlmt, in addition to the pressure
REMARKS
gradients encountered, the number of corners
involved had appreciable influence on whelher
side-force reversals were encountered.
Of particular interest was lhe finding that tlm
square cross section having corner radii of 37 per-
cent: of the cylinder depth develops, al supercritieal
Re3molds numbers, side forces that are approxi-
mately 62 po.reent of those developed by a flat
plate, despite tlw fact that this cross section is
closely approaching a circular (.50 percent radius)
cross section. Also in connection with this cross
section it was found thai at subcritical Reynohls
numbers, the drag was actually lower lhan that of
a circular eylindcr by approximalely 42 percent.
Inasmuch as the sinking speed and rotational
velocity encountered by an aircraft in a flat spin
provides flow incidences over the fuselage nose
that are analogous to those of the present in-
vestigalion, the side-force results were used to
establish a boundary separating lhe probable
propelling and damping characteristics.
LANGLEY RESEARCH CEN'TER,
_-_ATIO_AL AEItON-AUTICS AND _PACE ADMIN'I_TRATIO,N')
LA_'C.LEY FIELD, VA., .]Tar. 31, 1959.
APPENDIX A
DETERMINATION OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ABOUT THREE-CORNERED BODIES
This appendix contains a brief description of
the method used for the deternfination of pressure
distributions around a three-cornered body by
use of ideal fluid-flow theory. The complex po-
tential for thc flow about a circle, as shown in






Points in the _--plane are h'ansformed into points
in the z-plane by the following relation derived in
appendix B (eq. B-23):
1--t 2 l 1
_ _-- _= . i._ (A2)
Such a transformation changes the circle in tim
_-t)lane into a contour with three rounded corners
in the z-plane. The geometry of the shape into
which the circle is transformed can be varied as
explained in appendix B by varying the parameters
R, a, and I. (See sketch B 3 of appendix B.)
The flow about this transformed contour is
given by defining the complex potential w in the
z-plane to be the same as for the con'esponding
points in the i'-plane as given in equation (AI).
The magnitude of the velocity is obtained from the
complex potential according to, for the _'-plane,
and for the z-plane,
Thus, tl'_I and IV, I are related by
A similar expression relating the pressure co-
efficients in the z-plane to that for the correspond-
ing point in the _--plane is obtained from the













dz l --F" 1
--=1+_-+_._ (A,5)d_"
Specifically then, if the pressure coefficient
C_._ at a particular point on the circle is known,
the corresponding point on the transformed shape
is found by equation (A2), and the pressure co-
efficient C., is given by equations (A4) and (A5).
It should be pointed out here ttmt a general
method applicable for arbitrary shapes is also
described in appendix B.
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APPENDIX B
A METHOD OF TRANSFORMING A CIRCLE INTO A DESIRED CROSS SECTION BY CONSIDERATION OF
SINGULAR POINTS
TYPE OF TRANSFORMATION REQUIRED
Tile two-dimensional ideal fluid flow about a
great variety of cross-sectional shapes can be
obtained by a conformal transformation of the
flow about a circle. Finding the equation z=f(_')
that will transform a circle into a given shape can
be facilitated by consideration of singular points.
The singular points of a transformation z=f(/-)
dz
are those values of _"for which _--/=0. Thus, for
example, tlm transformation
1 1
has singular points at/-=--l,d=/S,e -":Is. Since
Application of this transformation to a circle
([/-l=l) passing through the three singular points
produces a triangular-like shape wittl concave
sides and three vertices correspoi_ding to the three
singular points as shown in sketch B-l:
i-plane
J





sections on each of the three sides as shown by the
dash-dot curves in sketch B-1.
It is important to note tltat the closeness of the
circle being transformed to the singular points in
the/'-plane determines the sharpness of the corners
in tlte z-plane. Also, the mmtber of sing_flar
points in the _'-plane determines the nmnber of
corners in the z-plane.
Before a prescribed shape can be approxiinated,
it is necessary to match other characteristics in
addition to matching the number of rounded
corners. Such details as curvature of the corners,
length to width ratio, and flatness, convexity, or
concavity of sides may be important. Alt]tough
it is not apparent how to control all such variables
independently, they can be maniplthth, d to some
extent by proper distribution of the singular
points.
DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSFORMATION FUNCTION HAVING A
GIVEN SET OF SINGULAR POINTS
The problem is to find a transformation z=f(/-)
that satisfies the following requirements:
(1) As /- approaches co, the transforination
approaches z----/-.
dz
(2) Points for which _:0 (singular points)
Occur lit /---_!1,Vz,...fl'n.
The first requirement insures that a rectilinear
flow at an infinite distance, in all directio,s from
the origin in the /--plane, is unaltered by the
transformation z=fff). In order to sat is@ this
condition a transformation of tttc form
z=/-+b_+b2 b,,,
_._+ • • • +t._ (BI)
For a slightly larger circle not passing through the
singular points, the shape in the z-plane ]ms
rounded corners instead of sharp vertices and the
sides become less concave. Proper choice of
circle radius will result in a shape with ahnost flat
is indicated. The constants b,, b2, . .., b,_ are to
be chosen so that requirement 2 of the problem is
satisfied. For this second requirement the expres-
dz
sion for d_ must have n roots at./-=c_,r2,...,v,,.
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Thus
d z _ b2 b ,,
(B2)




-- 3ba = C'4
f 1 resuhing from the product
The highest power o
of the n terms on the right-hand side is n. tIence
y]l+l =n and equation (B2) becomes
__-- , br_ |
_/z i b, ob_ .... 0_-1) _..
• . (1 _'"), (B3)
The values of the constants b_,b2, . . .,b,__ can be
obtained in terms of the given singular point values
*'l,z,z • • .,v,, by equating eoeffieienls of like powers
1
of _ in equation (B3) after first expanding the
right-hamt side. Such an expansion gives
(1--?) (1--?) (1--_) . . - (1-- . /'"_
where
G G G (B4)
= 1-7+_.-v_, .... +(-1). _-
G=v_4 v_+...+v,
+ (v_v_+<v4+.. •+ c_v,,)+... + (v,,_,_,,,)
G = (v,r_v_+ <<v_+... + v,v_,.) + (<_>'_
+ v,v._v_+... + v_v._,,)+... + (v,_ _v._ _r.)
C.'= (vtv,ava • • • V,,)
(B.5)
1
Now equating coefficients of like powers of ; in
$
and
-- (*_,-- l)b,,_t= (-- I)"C,_
(BO
b. ,=b,,= (-1)" ' J)"-' ]" (,,_-l) C, (-,,_l
(_'tV2_5• • • V_')
and the voefficients b_,b2,...,bM are now evaluated
in terms of the singular points v_,v2,Va,...v,.
,qubstituting equation (B6) into equation (B1)
and remembering that .lI=n- 1 yields the desired
transfonnation.
I1 shouhl be noted that in the attemI)t to find
a solution of the form given in equation (]31), a
restriction has been imposed upon the _ingular
point distribution. The frst relation of equation
(B6) requires that
v_+r_q- ... ÷v_=0 (B7)
In other words, use of equation (B1) requires that
the "centroid" of the singular point distril)ution
be at the origin. This restriction is not serious,
since the origin of the _'-t)lane can be chosen to
coincide with this centroid.
An expression which will be valid for any sin-
gular point, distribution can be readily developed,
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as follows:
wheFc
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--b,= (_',_'2+_',_'a+ • • • _-rt_,) + . . . + 0'=-,d_)
2b_= ' ........ . ... ' ' '(r_'2_,a+ rlr2_'_+ 4-
(n--l) ....




It is emphasized that the foregoing expressions
are unnecessarily complicated for most cases•
Usually, a more convenient approach is to choose
the origin so that _=0, in which case equation
(B8) reduces to equation (B1).
TRANSFORMATIONS WITH THREE SINGULAR POINTS AND AN
AXIS OF SYMMETRY
Many fuselage cross sections are characterized
by three "corners" (that is, three places where the
curvature is a maximum). As a means of approx-
imating such shapes, a three-singular-point trans-
formation of a circle should first be tried. More
exact, approximations can be made by using more
singular points; however, cad, addcd point pro-
duces another term in the transformation function.
The analysis to follow is concerned with the
family of shapes that are obtained by transform-
ing a circle by use of a transformation function
with three singular points. If, furthermore, con-
sideration is restricted to cases where the trans-
formed shape is to have an axis of symmetry (a
characteristic of most fuselage cross sections), lhen
in the i'-plane the circh, to be transformed, together
wilt, tim three singular points, must have a line of
symmetry. If this line of symmetry is chosen to
be the _-axis, and if the origin is chosen to be at
lhe ce.troid of the singular point distribution
(that is, chosen so that vt+c2+ • • • +v.=0), the
mathematics is then simplified and all possible
transformed shapes subject to the preceding rc-
stlictions are obtained by varying the three pa-
rameters, a, /(=2 cos fl), and R shown in sketch
B-2.
;v






The proof that follows is offered in the interest
of completeness and may be omitted through
equation (B24) witlmut loss of continuity, if
desired.
Let the three singular points bc
va= l .,e's2 (B 12)
1'3= laei&_
=2
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Inasmuch as the problonl is concerned only with
shapes, 11 can t)e chosen to be unity. The fol-
lowing conditions are to be imposed:
(1) The ori2in is to be at lhe centroid of v,, v_,
and ra; that is,
: (h " (B13a)fJ(<+v_÷va) 0
(2) The singular poinls r,, *'e, and Cahave a lira',
of s3mmletry coincident with the _-axis; that is,
J(vl) = --j(v_) (B l:3b)
//(va) =0
It can be shown that
B 2 is given by equation (B1) to be
b, b2
where, by equalion (B6),
=e'_e 'B+e'ff--l)+e-'e(--l)
__1--I 2
2 b_ = lh l'2 r3
= e%- '_( -- 1)




/3a 0 (B 16)
la=--2 cos 31 0317)
Thus lhe lhree singular points are
l_;i_- e - i_ 1
_'a=--2 cos 31
(B1S)
The subscripts on the t's may now be dropped.
Also, for convenience in the following, let
Then
1=2 cos 3 (BI9)
_'a= -- 2 cos 3= -- l
(B'_,0)
and the three singular poinls are h)cated as shown
in sketch B-2. It, is emphasized that eXCCl)t for
scale, equation (B20) and sketch B 2 represent
all possible relative positions of three singular
points with a line of symmetry. Only one
parameler fl (or l) is needed to define a particular
arrangemen t.
Tit(, transformation funelion corresponding to
the singular point distribution shown in sketch
(B21)
(B22)
z=g. 1--I_ / 1
_" 2 _--_ (B23)
It is now necessary to consider all possible circles
to be transformed by equation (B23). If sym-
metry about the _-axis is to be maintained, tim
center of the circle must bc on the _-axis, and its
position is therefore given by one coordinate a
(,t]m distance thai the center is to the right of the
origin, as shown in sketch B 2). The remaining
parameter R defines the size of the circle. The
equalion of the circle is then
(l--a)2+ _2-- R-° (B24)
In summary, it has been show_ thai all possible
shapes possessing a line of symmetry and ol)tain-
able from a cirde transformed 1)y a three-singmlar-
point function of the form
bl b_
are given by varying the parameters 1, a, and R
where the circle (eq. (B24))
(_- a) _+ n_--/i'-"
is lransformed by (eq. (B23))
I--H I 1
i" 2 S"=
In a study of the family of shapes given by the
preceding two equations, atlention is first given to
variation in the parameter R. Itaving chosen
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particular values for I and o, consider tilt, sub-
family of shapes in the z-plane obtained by vary-
ing R. A typical case is illustrated in sketch 13 -3.
<I
A':Rp:,q'm_n R:R 2 R:,(P3 R:R4=R c R:R5
{oi (b) (c) (d) (e)
_KETCH B--3.--a 0.2; t_ 60°; R,<R2_R_R_Rs.
Note that :
(1) As R becomes large, the circle to be trans-
formed is ever3_'here a large distance fronl the
singular points and the transformed shape
approaches a circle.
(2) Tile radius R can be decreased only until
the circle passes tllr()ugll a singular point at which
time the corresponding corner of the transformed
shape becomes a sharp vertex (sl<etch B 3(a)).
Further decrease in R wouht leave the singular
point outside the circle and in the flow field that
is also to be transformed to the z-plane.
The points P0, P_, and/)2 in sketch ]3 3 are points
dy
for which (7-]_¢_. As R increases, P_ and P2
approach each oilier and at a certain value of R
they meet qt the point Pc on the x-axis (sketch
B-3(d)) and the shape is said to have a flat point.
This critical value of R, herein designated R,,
may be obtained by the following qua rtic equat ion,
R_@ 4aR_3+ [6a 2- (1 -- F)] R_2+ [4a3-- 4a (l--F)
--21] R_+[a4--3a 2(1-12)+al]-O (B25)
and is given by
w]lere
L=(/2- I)3+54[a 2 (12--1)2+12]--216al (12-- 1)
1
f_-=_ [a 2 (F-- 1)s+(--5al +27a 4) (l +-- l) 4
+ (F--21GaSl) (12-1)3+ 450a2/2 (P-- 1) 2




/f , /f4= (%', 1@- 31'f2-- _# fl-- _.f2)
The relation is developed as follows. Corre-
sponding to z=f(_') or (x+iy)=f(r+in), the real
and imaginary parts can be equated to express the
transformation in real variables:
x-Z, (_-,,7)
y=Z_ (_,,7)
Let n=h[i'] })e the equation of the curve to be
transformed. Then
x-A (r,h [_=])=.,i, (_-)
y--f., (i-,t_.[_-])=92 (i')
dy
and the slope d,_ of the transfornmd curve is given
by
d+--dx/(_;--_; (r)
The functions g_(_') and g2(_-) are obtained h'om
equations (B23) and (B24). Then it can be shown
that the point P0 (sketch B-3) corresponding to
f=R+a satisfies the condition g_(_')=oo and
therefore has an infinite slope. The two other
points having infinite slope in sketch P, 3 corre-
spond to the value of f satisfying g_(_')=0 and
will coincide with Pc only if
g_(R+a)--O
Equation (B25) is the above relation with R
designated as R_.
For this critical condition R=R_ the right side
of the transformed shape most closely approxi-
mates a fiat side. For values of R less than R,,
the right side has a concavity, and forwdues
greater than R_ the right side is entirely convex.
The other two sides are affected in the same
manner by variation in R t)ut do not necessarily
reach the eomlition between concavity and con-
vexity at tile same value of R that produces this
condition for the right side (see sketch B-3(c)).
The member of the subfamily obtained for
R----R_ is a shape from which the other members
can be visualized, and this distinguishing member
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will be used in the following study. In other
words, the family of shapes is reduced to a two-
parameter family by not varying R independently
but by determining it thrm@_ equation (]325)
after a and l are chosen.
THE TWO-PARAiMETER (a,/) FA]VEIt,Y
The effect of variation of the parametc,'s a and l
is showu_ in sketd_ B 4. The rows correspond to
variation of a at constant wduc of l, whereas the
columns correspond to variation of l (or B) at
constant a.
Several trends are displayed by sketch B 4.
First as the parameter a increases negatively (that
is, as the circle is shifted to the left), the ratio of
height to width approaches unity as the shape
approaches a eirch,. Conversely as a increases
positively, the corners become sharper and lhe
longest dimension increases relative Io the shortest.
Now, the ratio of height to width can also be
changed by varying I (compare columns of sketch
B 4). Thus a particular ratio can be attained
B = 75 °
l : 0.51764
z: t;_ 0.73205 _ _
,8 : 60 °
1:1
I
z: C e¢ e
8 : 45 °
l : !.414
z= _ + 1.00002 _ 0.70711
o:02 o:O o:-0.2 o:-0.5
oo ob oc od
ba bb bc bd
cc cd
SKETCU B 4.
by different combimllions of a and 1, each one
giving different curvatures for the three corners.
The prospect of matching a given shape is im-
proved by the fact that ralio of width to height
and reIalive curvature of the corners can be varied
independently.
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TABLE I. PRESSURES MEASURED AROUND TIIE MODIFIED SQUARE CYLINDER
6=0 °





































































-- 1.12I -- 1. 139
-- 2.104 -- 2. 200
--2. ,592 --2. c_2
-- 2. 654 --2. 788
- 2. 463 - 2. 735
-- I. 271 -- 1,382
-- 1. 008 -- 1. 053
--. 938 --. 071
--. 971 -- 1. 004
-- 1. 283 -- 1. 357
-. 546 --, `'_,0
--. 554 --. 590
--, 550 --. 592
--. 550 --. 592
--. ,546 -- 502
--. 516 --. 584
-- I. 267 -- 1. 351
--. 938 --I. I0O
-. 912 - 1.065
-1.033 -l. IO0
-- 1. 308 -- 1 422
--2. 604 --2. 892
-- 2. 942 -- 3. 280
--2. 371 --2. 514
1,958 --2. 069
-- 1. 288 -- 1. 376
029 ,004
862 ,867


























































































































































































































































1.0oi .9_,5 [ .911
--. 56_ --. 485
-2. o5_ -_:038 - i 850
--3, 30_ --3.2.55 --3.036
--3.72_ --3. 666 --3. 451
--3.69_ ] --3 650 --3..150
--3. 564 I --3, 443 [ --3. 262
--1.764 ! --1 708 --1.613
--1.313 --1.258 --1, 192
--1. 183 --I. 106 [ --I. OM
-- 1,098 -- 1,043 --. 997
-121_ -1.138 -1194
-.Gos i -.587 I -.5_
-_18 -5o6 , -57o
-. 616 --. 596 ] --. 566
-.r,18 --.594 I --.565
I
-- 010 -. 591 [ --. 561
-. 608 -.._6 / --. 557
--1.549 --1.474 /--1.393
--,977 t --.917 i --.878
-.9o2 1 -.832 / So
--. 958 --. 889 / --. 866
--1.192 -1.114 / -- 1. 098
--2. 378 --2. 25(I [ --2, 229
--2. 666 --2. 487 [ --2. 476
-1.85o -i,_o 1 -1.4oo
--1.370 t --1,219 / -1.216
--, 099 --. 579 | --, fl23
. i43 ! 480 [ .427
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• 488 [ .500 I
--.025 ] .018 I
--2,029 --1 851 I
--3. 155 ! --2. 677
--3.59,t --2. 702
--3. 071 -- 1.226
--1,935 --.860
-- 1. 333 --. 865
-- I, 070 --. 794
-- 1,009 --. 773
--. 986 --. 790
--. 947 --. 784
--.963 --.856
--. 935 --. 791
--. ,(102 --. 703





--. 611 --. 654
--, 276 --. 295
--. 16I --. 175
". 115 --. 117
















































-- 1. 481 -- I. 102
--1.506 --1.041
--1.511 --I,081





-- 2. 026 -- 1• 024
--1.970 --1.020
--1,768 --1.004
-- 1. 670 -- l. 006
--1,494 --1.047
--1,558 --1,234












































--, 378 --, 431
--2. 157 2, 404
--2. 254 2. 495
--. 954 1. 167
--. 73I -. 933
--. 726 [ -. 892
-. 678 _ -. 839
.642 -, 794
--. 616 -. 798
--. 653 -, 814
--. 673 -. 839
--. 689 -, 862
--. 623 -. 773
• 650 -. 826
,663 :.838
--. 651 -. 811
--.714 -.868
--I. 655 1,431













TABI,EII. PRESSURESMEASUREDAROUNDTItE ,MODIFIEDTRIANGULARCYLINDER[Orificesnumberedillclockwised r ction(seefig.8)]
Orlf,ce number 01-- I¢._ m
¢=0 o





































































--L 205 --1. 301
--2. 4,53 --2. 764
--2. 651 --3.525
--2.209 --2. 658
-- 1. 523 -- I. 023
-- 1. 384 --. 956
-- I, 376 --. 928
-- I. 310 --. 933
-- I. 357 --. 943
--1,295 --.926
-- 1. 302 --. 877
--1.275 --.863
--1.271 --.906
-- 1. 295 --. 954
--1. 326 --. 986
-- 1,322 --, 975




--2. ,585 -3. I66




























































































• 661 --. 163
--,3t7
--2. 121 --1. 710
--3. 593 --2. 914
- 3.865 - 2.868
--2.209 --. 941
-- 1. 130 --. 756
--. 963 --. 710
--. 926 --. 713
-. 944 --. 724
-, 937 --. 736
--. 935 --. 706
--.937 --,693
--.946 --, 717
-. 938 --. 767
--.935 --. 804
--1.263 -.838
-- 1. 221 --. 837
--t. 316 --.912
-- 2. 025 -- 1. 157
-4.686 --1.697
--5. 958 --3. 517





1. 098 I, 033
33
_=30 o





































--2. 690 --2. 592
--3. 221 --2. 9£_
-- 1. 905 -- I. 162
--. 897 --. ('x_
-. 805 --. 631
--. 756 --. 602
--. 74O --. 589
--. 742 --. 590
--. 731 --. 589
--. 722 --. 584
--. 720 --.580
--. 724 --. 578
--,717 --,577 '
--. 733 --. 587
--1. 485 --1,247
--1,329 --1. 123
-- 1. 284 -- 1. 079
--1. 694 --1. 445
--3.737 --3.220
-3. 870 --3.328
--2. 389 -- 1. 948






Ori Cv for Reynohls numl)er of:
Ol ' 333 139 160 '[62 t :114 I <119 <084 't
[ 03 I --. 259 --.565 --,503
1 11 ----11043 -----:712 ----2687
[ 12 --1.024 --.697 --.671
/ 13 --1.047 --.7(}0 -.678























































¢ = 70 °
Ori C. for Reynolds number of:
456,0O6 743,600 901,000
01 --. 588 I --. 239 --. 268
02 --. 776 I --. 369 --. 383
03 -- 1. 139 l --. 607 --. 621
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TABLE III.--PRESSURES MEASURED AROUND TIIE INVERTED MODIFIED TRIANGULAR
CYLINDER
¢=o °






























































































































03 - 1. 063
04 - 1,063




09 -- 1. 373
I0 --. 0t2
] 1 i .488
12 I .147
13 --. 857
11 I --I. 156











28 I -- 1,020
'20 I --1.000



























C_, for ]2eyrlo|dS number of:
743,000 901,006
--. 772 --. 697
--. 774 --. 704
--. 78't --. 7I)R
--. a02 --. 724
--. 821 --, 7-_
--, 84g --. 740
--. 95O --. 779
--2. 847 --2.509
--2. 065 --l, 860





• 877 , g32
• 295 .262
--. 587 --. 571
-- 1. 384 -- I. 321
-- 1. 865 -- 1. 772
--1. 137 --1. 071
--. 901 --. 83t
-- 1. 040 --. 954
--1.734 -11576
--. 795 --. 702
--. 752 --. 673
--. 761 --. r_
--. 764 --. C_9
--, 754 --. 680
--. 758 --, 67_
--. 764 --. ¢)S5
,b=lO _


































-. 9_a -. 748
--. 956 / _, 7,_°"
--, 965 --. 767
--. 982 --. 79l
-- 1. OO3 -. 801
-- l. 055 --. 823
--l. 170 --, 849
-2. 381 -2. 408
-2. 146 -2. 249
--. 544 --, 631









--. 754 --. 581




--, 939 --. 742
--. 951 --. 751
--. 959 --. 759
--. 95t --. 752
--. 945 --. 748
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TABLE IV. TtIEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND CYLINDER FOR WHICH

































































C_, for 4, : :
6O
-- 4786 --2.
-- 5061 -- 5.
-- 5270 --8.
-- 5413 -- 10.
-- 5489 I0.
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TABI, E V. TtIEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND CYLINDER FOR WItICII
































































































































































































































































































































































Cp for 4, = :















































































- 5062 -- 2.
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-- 3569 I. 2698
-- 3850 - 1. 5990
-- 4103 - 1,841l
-- 4329 --2. 0283
4528 -- 2. 18-t0
-1699 --2.
-- 4840 -- 2.
-- 4950 -- 2.
-- 5028 -- 2.
-- 5079 --2.
-- 4988 --2.
-- 4753 -- 2.
-- 4377 1.
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/=0.51764, a 0.5, AND R =2
[:=_ 1_I e 1
/




























































































































































































































• 9468 --. 2500
1.0000 --.7976
.9462 - 1.3271
• 8008 - 1. 7304
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OF MODIFIEDIN.---THEO]_ETICAL PI_ESSUIIE DIST]_IBUTION AROUND CYLINDER
RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION WITII bo>co
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TABLE X.--TItEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND CYLINDER OF .MODIFIED SQUARE
CROSS SECTION (bo=co)















































Cp for _ :
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TABI,E XI. TttEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND CYLINDER OF MODIFIED
RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION WITII bo_co







































































































































































7158 -- 1. 2017
1656 -- 1.3589
4749 --1.4470
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